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This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-1969 CHG0001466 Change 'mark all' or 'select some' tick 

boxes for Collection Console 

A request was made to add the ability to 

multi-select and bulk download 

documents for Collection Console users. 

This has now been added and users will 

now see an option for bulk select ‘accept 

and download’ for documents in delivered 

status and an option for ‘download’ and 

documents in accepted status. Due to 

risks around human error, a warning pop-

up box is now presented to confirm the 

user’s action. 

D10-2240 CHG0001504 
 

Change Connect Capture Console to 

accept '-' in NHS Number while 

posting document 

NHS numbers posted user the following 

format was previously not accepted as a 

valid NHS number: 

999-999-9999 

Validation has now been amended to 

accept ‘-‘ withing NHS numbers. 

 

D10-2559 DFCT0011322 Defect Delivery Console - unable to select 

document when clicking on text in 

row. 

When using the documents list, users 

found that you were unable to select a 

document by clicking on any of the row 

text. This has now been added to the 

console and users can now access 

document by either clicking in the blank 

space or text. 

D10-2723 N/A Change Record External System ID of Hub 

Documents in Connect Database 

Connect admin users needed the ability 

to quickly find external system IDs but 

previously users had to access the 

document details page to get this data. 

New functionality has now been added 

which allows users to search for external 

IDs within the console however this will 

only affect new document only. 

D10-2795 N/A Change Tagging inpatient/outpatient 

documents 

New functionality has been added for 

Sending users only, this will give sender 

users the ability to tag documents and 

 



either outpatient or in-patient documents. 

This is for reporting purposes only and 

this data can be exported using the 

export functionality on the documents list.  

D10-2828 N/A Change Separate the Active Docman 10 

Endpoint from Active Connect 

Endpoint in Connect Console 

Organisation Configuration 

Both the CloudOps and support teams 

needed a way to deactivate a Connect 

endpoint to stop sending organisations 

from sending documents but still allow 

the collection of documents that have 

already been sent. Connect now has the 

ability to do this with a new setting added 

to all destination organisations. 

D10-2970 CHG0001628 Change Support: Bulk reject option for 
support 

When support investigated errored 

documents, sometimes a bulk of 

documents need to be rejected back to 

the sender under the same rejection 

reason. Connect now has the ability for 

PCTI admin users to bulk reject 

documents, a warning box has also been 

added to minimise human error. 

D10-2921 N/A Defect HTML document formatting issues A document formatting issue was raised 

by SHK, the issue was with a HTML 

document which was unreadable once 

converted to TIF format. This seems to 

be an issue with Aspose and has been 

logged with Aspose as a defect. 

 

 

 


